Practice Problem – Section C

**PROBLEM STATEMENT:**
Evaluate the two proposed design concepts for a community library. Select the preferred concept and prepare a detailed site plan.

**REQUIRED:**
- Evaluate the two design concepts based on vehicular safety, site characteristics and functional relationships.
- Select the better concept for refinement by indicating your selected concept in the box provided.
- Prepare a detailed site plan at the scale provided on the page below. Your solution must represent your selected concept. You must apply the code requirements found in the L.A.R.E. Reference Manual.
- Provide 40 parking spaces on the site by using the graphic convention provided.
- Locate the library using the graphic provided.
- Provide a detailed drop-off to serve the entry of the library and provide detailed vehicular circulation to the parking area.
- Provide a detailed service area to the book delivery area to accommodate small service vehicles.
- Indicate direction of vehicular circulation with arrows.
- Provide a pedestrian connection from the parking to the entry of the library.
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